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Description
If a user has not set `tables_modify` for `tt_content` he still gets all the action buttons and translate options displayed.
Clicking on one of this buttons leads to infinity load of the frame.
Some checks are needed to prevent this behaviour.
Steps to reproduce
Create a backend user and a backend user group.
Allow the user group to modify pages and also allow listing but not modifying of tt_content
Open the page module => All options like hide, delete, edit and translate are still shown
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #90608: PageLayoutView doesn't take `tables_modif...

Closed

2020-03-01

Related to TYPO3 Core - Task #90348: PageLayoutView and BackendLayout should ...

Closed

2020-02-10

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #90559: After Update from 10.2.2 to 10.3.0 transl...

Closed

2020-02-27

Associated revisions
Revision 70b3a05b - 2020-03-09 08:54 - Oliver Bartsch
[BUGFIX] Align new page module behavior with PageLayoutView
This fixes some missing or faulty checks related to the display
and behaviour of the fluid based page module to bring it into
alignment with the old PageLayoutView.
Correctly consider localization TSConfig settings
Add checks for content-editing allowed for user
Add check for presence of untranslated records
Pass all variables to record header/footer partial
Do not link preview content if user has no content edit access
Resolves: #90559
Resolves: #90605
Related: #90608
Releases: master
Change-Id: Ie2f200a280f60ed08b5850ead81644ee52508c1a
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/63615
Tested-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>
Tested-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Bartsch <bo@cedev.de>
Reviewed-by: Georg Ringer <georg.ringer@gmail.com>
Reviewed-by: Daniel Goerz <daniel.goerz@posteo.de>

History
#1 - 2020-03-01 11:41 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

2021-01-17
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Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/63517
#2 - 2020-03-01 12:12 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/63517
#3 - 2020-03-01 17:18 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Bug #90608: PageLayoutView doesn't take `tables_modify` into account added
#4 - 2020-03-02 15:48 - Daniel Goerz
- Related to Feature #78450: Introduce PreviewRenderer pattern added
#5 - 2020-03-02 15:52 - Daniel Goerz
- Related to deleted (Feature #78450: Introduce PreviewRenderer pattern)
#6 - 2020-03-02 15:52 - Daniel Goerz
- Related to Task #90348: PageLayoutView and BackendLayout should be refactored to separate rendering, processing and fetching of content added
#7 - 2020-03-08 21:08 - Oliver Bartsch
- Related to Bug #90559: After Update from 10.2.2 to 10.3.0 translation button in alternative language column is missing added
#8 - 2020-03-08 21:09 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 8 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/63615
#9 - 2020-03-09 09:00 - Oliver Bartsch
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 70b3a05b63a94f3a06e0054124643ba5a9c8ea6c.
#10 - 2020-04-01 21:15 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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